The Application of Particle Swarm Optimization Control in Pitch Wind Turbine
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Abstract

Recent advances in high-throughput technologies and an increased knowledge of biological systems have enabled the used in systems engineering and its applicability to command and control. In this work, we examine the applicability and performance of Particle Swarm Optimization -PSO-, a biologically inspired algorithm, for command and control. Particle swarm optimization -PSO- has been recently used for this reverse engineering task. In this paper, we introduce three scoring metrics for assessing the optimality of the solution found by PSO. We address the problem of finding blade pitch profiles for maximizing power production while simultaneously minimizing fatigue loads. While there are a number of publications where the speed control of a pitch regulated turbine. In this paper, we show how this problem can be solved using PSO optimization. The conception of controller strategies will address the following main principles: Optimization of power production with simultaneous load reduction of the major wind turbine components, and Adaptive control with respect to actual operational conditions.

The simulation shows that the PSO controller can achieve better control performances than conventional pitch angle control strategies.
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1. Introduction

Bio-engineering or engineering Biology is an emerging interdisciplinary field that is based on the increasing symbiosis between the biological sciences and engineering disciplines. Evolution in scientific knowledge and engineering technology resulted in new specializations in the work force. Training in engineering biology provides the necessary foundations in engineering and the life sciences.

Nonlinearity and uncertainty are difficult problems in controller design for the wind turbine because there is no systematic manner to find a stability condition necessary and sufficient to ensure robustness and performance.

Although there are a number of publications where the speed control of a pitch-regulated turbine is presented, for instance [1-5], no publications comparing the obtained results with measurements have been found by the authors. Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) also is an evolutionary computational model which is based on swarm intelligence.

PSO is developed by Kennedy and Elberhart [6] who have been inspired by the research of the artificial livings, PSO is also an optimizer based on population. The system is initialized firstly in a set of randomly generated potential solutions, and then performs the search for the optimum one iteratively. PSO finds the optimum solution by swarms following the best particle. Compared to GAs, the PSO has much more profound intelligent background and could be performed more easily. Based on its advantages, the PSO is not only suitable for science research, but also engineering applications, in the fields of evolutionary computing, optimization and many others [7-10].

PSO does not use the gradient of the problem being optimized, which means PSO does not require for the optimization problem to be differentiable as is required by classic optimization methods such as quasi Newton methods and gradient descent. PSO can therefore also be used on optimization problems that are partially irregular, change over time, noisy, etc.

2. Particle Swarm Optimization

Particle swarm optimization (PSO) is a population based stochastic optimization technique developed by Dr. Eberhart and Dr. Kennedy in 1995, inspired by social behavior of fish schooling or bird flocking.

PSO shares many similarities with evolutionary computation techniques such as Genetic Algorithms. The system is initialized with a population of random solutions and searches for optima by updating generations. However, unlike Genetic Algorithms, PSO has no evolution operators such as crossover and mutation. In PSO, the potential solutions, called particles, fly through the problem space by following the current optimum particles.

Each particle keeps track of its coordinates in the problem space which are associated with the best solution (fitness) it has achieved so far. (The fitness value is also stored.) This value is called phest. Another "best" value that
is tracked by the particle swarm optimizer is the best value, obtained so far by any particle in the neighbors of the particle. This location is called \( b_{\text{best}} \). When a particle takes all the population as its topological neighbors, the best value is a global best and is called \( g_{\text{best}} \).

The particle swarm optimization concept consists of, at each time step, changing the velocity of (accelerating) each particle toward its \( p_{\text{best}} \) and \( b_{\text{best}} \) locations (local version of PSO). Acceleration is weighted by a random term, with separate random numbers being generated for acceleration toward \( p_{\text{best}} \) and \( b_{\text{best}} \) locations.

In past several years, PSO has been successfully applied in many research and application areas. It is demonstrated that PSO gets better results in a faster, cheaper way compared with other methods. Another reason that PSO is attractive is that there are few parameters to adjust. One version, with slight variations, works well in a wide variety of applications. Particle swarm optimization has been used for approaches that can be used across a wide range of applications, as well as for specific applications focused on a specific requirement. A more detailed description of the general PSO framework is shown in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO)

1) \textbf{Input:}
A swarm of \( m \) particles \( \{ p_1, p_2, \ldots, p_{m-1}, p_m \} \), each represented by an \( N \) dimensional initial position vector \( p \) and initial velocity vector \( V_p \).

2) \textbf{Repeat:}
   a) For each particle \( p \), update the velocity vector \( V_p \) for time \( t+1 \) according to
   \[
   V_p^{t+1} = \omega \cdot V_p^t + c_1 \cdot (l_p^t - r_p^t) + c_2 \cdot (G - r_p^t)
   \]
   Where for particle \( p \)
   \[
   \omega : \text{is the inertia of the particle} \\
   V_p^t : \text{is the velocity at time } t \text{ of this particle.} \\
   l_p^t : \text{is the position at time } t \text{ of this particle.} \\
   r_p^t : \text{is the best solution found by this particle thus far (local memory)} \\
   c_1, c_2 : \text{are parameters representing a particle's -trust- into itself and the swarm, respectively.} \\
   r_1, r_2 : \text{are random numbers in the range (0:1).}
   
   b) For each particle \( p \), update its position at time \( t+1 \) according to
   \[
   r_p^{t+1} = l_p^t + V_p^{t+1}
   \]
   c) For each particle \( p \), score the position vector \( r_p^t \) in the context of the problem being addressed and update:
   \[
   l_p : \text{if the current position produces the best local score thus far.} \\
   G : \text{if the current position of produces the best global score thus far.}
   \]

3) \textbf{Output:}
The global best position \( G \).

3. Wind Power Turbine

The wind turbine is a device for conversion of kinetic energy in the wind into electricity. Although there are many different configurations of wind turbines systems they all work in the same way. The available power originates from the mass flow of the moving air, referred to as the wind speed. The transformation to mechanical torque is done by aerodynamical forces acting on the rotor blades, the actuator disc. The wind turbine shaft then transports the power to the generator which is connected to the electrical grid.

Usually there is a gearbox between the slowly rotating turbine shaft and the more rapidly rotating generator shaft. This is described by the model shown in Figure 1.

As the incoming wind contains the energy input to the system, the power output is dependent on the wind speed. A lowest and highest wind speed, \( W_{\text{cut-in}} \) respectively \( W_{\text{cut-out}} \), determines the range in which wind turbine can operate as shown in Figure 2.

The wind speeds that are considered as the boundaries of this division are cut-in wind speed \( W_{\text{cut-in}} \), rated wind speed \( W_{\text{rated}} \), and cut-out wind speed \( W_{\text{cut-out}} \). For this paper, the values of \( W_{\text{cut-in}} \) and \( W_{\text{cut-out}} \) have been chosen to be: 3 m/s, 11.4 m/s and 25 m/s.

According to Figure 2, the operations of the wind turbine can be divided into four regions.

\textbf{In region I}. The wind speed is lower than \( W_{\text{cut-in}} \) and due to low wind speed; the wind turbine is at stop state. Thus, the generator torque is zero and wind turbine cannot generate power.

\textbf{In region II} that is called partial load region, the wind speed is higher than \( W_{\text{cut-in}} \) but lower than \( W_{\text{rated}} \). The main control objective in this region is to maximize power generated by the wind turbine. In order to capture the maximum power, power coefficient \( C_p \) should be set to maximum power coefficient \( C_p \). This is achieved by keeping blade pitch approximately constant and using generator torque to vary the rotor speed. With small pitch changes about the optimal
angle, a controller can also reduce dynamic loads in the structure

In region III that is called full load region, the wind speed is upper than \( v_{\text{rated}} \) but lower than the \( v_{\text{cut-out}} \). The main control purpose in this region is to keep the generator power \( P_g \) around the rated generator power \( P_g \).

In region IV that the wind speed is upper than \( v_{\text{cut-out}} \), in order to protect wind turbine against the stresses and fatigue damages, the wind turbine must be shut down. In this case, power generation is stopped.

1) In the low-wind speed course, it operates with the variable speed. By adjusting the reverse torque of generator, the rotate speed can vary with the wind speed until it has got to the upper limit. During the period, the tip speed ratio \( \lambda \) keeps invariant. So, it makes the wind power utilizing coefficient \( C_p \) be a constant.

2) Since the rotor speed has gone to critical, if wind speed increases, the wind turbine should operate at a constant speed until the largest output is realized. In this period, \( C_p \) keeps invariant.

3) When the wind speed is larger than the rated, the energy captured by the turbine should be confined through adjusting the paddle pitch. Then the output of wind turbine will keep the maximum level.

Individual pitch control strategies have been examined for some time, e.g. [11–21]. Some of the available power in the wind is converted by the rotor blades to mechanical power acting on the rotor shaft of the wind turbine. For steady-state calculations of the mechanical power from a wind turbine, the so called \( C_p (\lambda, \beta) \)-Curve can be used. The mechanical power, \( P_m \), can be determined by [22]

\[
P_a = \frac{1}{2} \rho \pi R^2 C_p (\lambda, \beta) v^3
\]

\[
T_t = \frac{P_a}{N_t}
\]

\[
C_p (\lambda, \beta) = c_1 \left( \frac{C_3}{\lambda_i} - c_2 \beta - c_4 \right) e^{-\frac{C_5}{\lambda_i}} + c_6 \lambda
\]

where

\[
\frac{1}{\lambda_i} = \frac{1}{\lambda + 0.08 \beta - 1.1 \beta^2}
\]

The following gives the design step for the PSO algorithm:

**Step 1.** Initialize a population of particles with random positions and velocities in N dimensions of the problem space and fly them.

**Step 2.** Evaluate the fitness of each particle in the swarm.

**Step 3.** For every iteration, compare each particle’s fitness with its previous best fitness \( P_{\text{best}} \) obtained. If \( P_{\text{best}} \) value is better than \( P_{\text{best}} \), then set \( P_{\text{best}} = P_{\text{best}} \) and the \( P_{\text{best}} \) location equal to the current location in the N-dimensional space.

**Step 4.** Compare \( P_{\text{best}} \) of particles with each other and update the swarm global best location with the greatest fitness \( G_{\text{best}} \).

**Step 5.** Change the velocity and position of the particle

\[
v_i(t + 1) = \omega_i.v_i(t) + r_1 \cdot c_1 (p_i - X_i(t)) + r_2 \cdot c_2 (g - X_i(t))
\]

\[
X_i(t + 1) = X_i(t) + v_i(t + 1)
\]

Where: \( v_i(t) \) and \( X_i(t) \) represent the velocity and position of the \( i_{th} \) particle with N dimensions, respectively.

\( \omega \) is the inertia weight, which is chosen beforehand. And \( r_1 \) and \( r_2 \) are randomly generated values in the range of [0–1].

4. Results and Discussion

The following gives the design step for the PSO algorithm:

We simulated a pitch-controlled variable-speed wind turbine operating in turbulent winds. We described the philosophy behind the control strategy. Slow and fast pitch rates were investigated, and their impacts were shown on the operating characteristics of the wind turbine.

Figure 4 shows the evolution of \( C_p \) with PSO Controller.
Simulations have been used to demonstrate PSO controller capabilities of wind power Figure 5.

In PSO-based control, output power and rotor speed reach the rated value quickly.

The performance coefficient, tip speed ratio and pitch angle were changed according to the trained PSO controller outputs. With PSO regulator, wind turbines used for power generation is able to produce maximum power by making the most of available energy in the wind.

5. Conclusion

In this work, the speed control of a modern pitch-regulated wind turbine is investigated. A controller structure is derived and the significance of various parameters in the controller structure is investigated.

Considering our results, we draw the following conclusions.

• In the lower wind-speed region, maximum operating mode is adapted. The pitch angle is kept at its optimum operation. The average is shown to be maximum as the wind speed varies.
• In the higher wind-speed region, the rotor speed must be controlled to avoid rotor speed increases beyond a controllable limit.

PSO algorithm is another example of successful artificial-engineering swarm intelligence system.
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